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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0209955A2] 1. Individual folding seat comprising two ascending rear members, the so-called rear uprights (1, 2) with upper sections
(1b) along which is secured a flexible back (20) connecting said rear uprights, two low side members, the so-called foot bars (5, 6) extending from
the low part of the rear uprights towards the front, two side members situated at intermediate height, the so-called seat bars (7, 8) along which is
secured a flexible seat (9) which connects them, a member, the so-called arm-rest bar (10, 11) arranged above each seat bar (7, 8) and connected
with the latter by a front bend (14), sliding means (13, 1a; 15, 3b) associated with the seat bars and the arm-rest bars with a view to guiding them
in ascending or descending sliding motion, at least one brace (16, 17) connecting each seat bar with the foot bar (5, 6) situated opposite, said seat
being characterised in that : upper sections (1b) along which is secured flexible back (20) are integral with the rear uprights (1, 2) and independent
of the sliding means (13, 1a; 15, 3b), each arm-rest bar (10, 11) is connected at the rear with a corresponding seat bar (7, 8) by means of a rear
bend (12) so as to form with said seat bar (7, 8) a mobile assembly in the ascending or descending direction, independent of the upper sections (1b)
bearing flexible back (20), the above sliding means (13, 1a; 15, 3b) are so designed as to guide the mobile seat/arm-rest assemblies in ascending
or descending motion with respect to the rear uprights (12) and their upper sections (1b), whereby the latter remain, during displacement of said
assemblies, at constant height.
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